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Abstract. The Large Binocular Telescope (LBT) consists of two 8.4 m mirrors on one
mechanical mounting, with a center to center separation of 14.4 m. In the combined,
focus the LBT provides the spatial resolution of a 23 m telescope and the sensitivity
of a 12 m telescope. We are building an instrument called LINC-NIRVANA using the
capability of LBT in Fizeau mode (imaging interferometry), leading to a unique com-
bination of spatial resolution, sensitivity and field of view. The instrument will prove
technology, such as Multi-Conjugated Adaptive Optics, which is needed for the next
generation of Extremely Large Telescopes (ELT) (20 to 100 m diameter). The capa-
bilities of LINC-NIRVANA will extend science, especially for extragalactic programs,
building a bridge between current 10 m class telescopes and ELTs.

1 Instrument Overview

LINC-NIRVANA (Fig. 1) consists of an interferometric IR science camera with
a 10!! ! 10!! FoV, operating in the J, H and K bands with a spatial resolution of
10mas at J and 20mas at K.

A Fringe and Flexure Tracker corrects the optical path di!erence between
the right and the left arms of the telescope. It uses one guide star in a 1!. 5 ! 1!
field and observers in the J,H or K band. The measurement is done by fitting
the point spread function of the guide star.

The Multi-Conjugated Adaptive Optics with 2 Ground Layer Wavefront Sen-
sors (GWS) uses 12 natural guide star pyramid sensors optically co-added over
a 2! to 6! annular field. The GWS drives the adaptive secondary mirror with
672 actuators. The two Mid- and High Layer Wavefront Sensors (MHWS) use 8
natural guide star pyramid sensors optically co-added over a 2! circular central
field. Each MHWS drives a 349 element deformable piezo-stack mirror.

2 Image Reconstruction

The astronomical target is observed at di!erent parallactic angles. With a min-
imum of 3 images, the full 23m resolution can be reconstructed [1]. A point like
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Fig. 1. Overview of LN. The round structure to the right and left are the GWS. Below
the triangular shaped plate in the middle, the piston mirror for optical path di!erence
correction is placed folding the beam into the cryostat below the bench. The MHWS
can be seen on the top front of the bench

source shows the di!raction pattern of a 23 m telescope in horizontal and of a
8.4 m telescope in the vertical direction.

3 Science Cases

LINC-NIRVANA [2] gains from the combination of field of view, spatial reso-
lution and sensitivity. It will be able to resolve stellar populations in galaxies
out to 20 Mpc and detect Jupiter-like planets at the distance of 5 AU through
astrometric wobble of stars out to 100pc. The surface of Titan could be resolved
down to 130km per pixel (40 pixel across, with HST 4 pixels across).
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